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Work done by correspondence between 
France, Netherlands, UK and Germany

Terms of Reference (excerpt)

Investigate existing data interchange formats to 
serve as a common NtM interchange format. 

Develop porposals for a common NtM data 
interchange format which facilitates both digital and 

paper based NtM versions.
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Technical methods in use 
to produce digital NtM

Some HOs already distribute digital 
versions of their NtM, either in the form of 

PDF files, and/or
extracted from a data base (XML).
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Current status of exchange of NtM
between NSHC members

Digital versions in use differ in format and structure 
similar to the different structure and appearance of 
the printed NtMs of NSHC members.

The HO receiving a digital NtM to be re-produced in 
its own products, has to employ laborious and time-
consuming methods to make use of the NtM
information.

The digital NtM in XML format provided by the UKHO 
is the only digital version of NtM distributed at the 
moment which allows further digital processing.
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Workflow of NtM filtering for selected items

Original NtM version of UKHO distributed in XML format ready to 
visualise in Internet Browser 
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Germany has developed a software solution to 
extract selected items from XML-formatted NtMs.

Select NtMs referring 
to a prepared list of 
charts 

Process the filter 
software ... 
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Workflow of NtM filtering for selected items
(continued again)

... and get the result in style of “Nachrichten für Seefahrer” 
for direct take over by desktop publishing tools.
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Recommendations of the Working Group
for the exchange of digital NtM

XML and its derivate GML for geographic representation, 
should be adopted as the carrier for further harmonisation of 
digital NtMs.

The XML version of UK should become standard for the interim 
and UK should provide guidance on how to implement this format.

Germany could provide filter software on request.

To match the individual style of printed NtMs, style sheets have to 
be developed for individual publication. This development should
include the unified coding for the cartographic symbolisation of the 
NtM messages.
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Recommendations of the Working Group
for the exchange of digital NtM (continued)

HOs contributing to the work of the WG have already started 
to model production data bases which will facilitate the full 
digital workflow for NtM production. Export functions for digital 
NtMs should be implemented as part of the process.

The modelling of digital NtM articles by means of GML, linked 
to S-100 objects which in turn may be linked to a standardised 
symbolisation like the Presentation Library of S-52 should be 
continued. This action should be done in co-operation with 
SNPWG, TSMAD and CSMWG of CHRIS.

It is proposed to endorse the recommendations of the working 
group and to task it to complete its work accordingly


